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consisting of the plot, the latter of the peasant's complaints against the legal establishment. It is the tale of a peasant who is tricked out of his goods by a low-ranking official named Nemty-nakht. The peasant turns to the high steward (imy-r-pr), Rensi son of Meru, the acting judge, and demands justice. After consulting with his advisors (srw), the high steward takes the story to the king, who orders him to have the peasant persist in his complaints and write his words down so that the king might enjoy the peasant's rhetoric. Thus, in a series of nine complaints, the peasant presents his case to the high steward after which the king orders Rensi to pronounce the verdict, and the peasant's goods are returned to him. Amon in Karnak9 in three parts: (a) an introduction describing the adverse situation prior to the king's reforms; (b) a legal sanction consisting of various interdicts concerning plunder and oppression; and (c) an administrative section, which, for the purposes of this article, is the most important, giving a detailed description of the royal reforms of the courts. Haremhab reorganized the tribunals (knbt); the judges he nominated were men of great integrity and were exempt from taxes to spare them from monetary difficulties that might cause miscarriages of justice; the new courts consisted of priests (the hm-ntr and wcb) and laity (the king's officials, the h3ty-~).
II. "THE TALE OF THE ELOQUENT PEASANT": AN ANALYSIS
A comparison between the "The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant" and other Egyptian works with a legal background indicates that it has several legal features.
THE COMPLAINT: THE LEGAL CLAIM
The work is written in the form of a complaint made before a judge: the peasant voices his charges before Rensi son of Meru, who is the acting judge. But, unlike regular legal procedure, the peasant claimant does not refer to the injustice he personally has suffered, i.e., the plunder of his donkeys and goods by Nemty-nakht, nor does he demand a just verdict in his own case. The complaint is not directed at the rapacious official but at the entire corrupt bureaucracy of Egypt. The personal injustice suffered by the peasant serves as an excuse for attacking the administrative establishment headed by judge Rensi as a whole. This is clearly a literary fiction based on a traditional model, not an actual legal claim. The peasant's words are very similar to passages which appear in a collection of works known as "Egyptian Prophecy" or "Speculative Wisdom Literature"; the individual works are "The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage," "The Prophecies of Neferti," "The Complaints of Khakheperre-sonb," and "The Dispute between a Man and His Ba." They were also composed during the Middle Kingdom period, and their themes concern admonitions and criticism against the social conditions and the corrupt ruling administration.10 The admonitions of the "Eloquent Peasant" are also reminiscent of the description of the anarchy which prevailed in Egypt in "The Edict of King Haremheb" hundreds of years later. Yet it is distinguished from other works in that the writer, wishing to voice his criticism of the omnipotence of the bureaucracy, uses the form of the complaint which, in ancient Egypt, usually denotes the opening of a legal proceeding." Hornblower, "The Story of the Eloquent Peasant," JEA 10 (1944): 44-45, concluding that there was a collection of complaints in Egypt which could be used by anyone who felt himself to be the victim of an injustice and that "The Eloquent Peasant" was structured according to these models. S1 It is interesting to point out in this context that some of the Egyptian legal texts contained the plaintiff's complaint alone, without the reply of the accused, exactly as in "The Eloquent Peasant." See Seidel, Einfiihrung, p. 25.
The erudition in legal matters shown by the author of "The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant" is further evident from his noting the fact that the peasant's complaints were written down, a required procedure in the law of ancient Egypt and from his use of typical legal terminology (terminus technicus) to express the meaning of "complaint" (see pp. 10-13 below).
LEGAL AUTHORITY
Legal authority is noted in "The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant" in the terms wd'-rwt, "judge" (B1217), and sdmyw, "judges" (passim).12 Three representatives of the judicial hierarchy appear in the story: the king, the high steward (imy-r-pr), and the srw.
The king was the highest legal authority in ancient Egypt, having the right to make legal decisions, a right that he often applied in cases involving himself. In general, however, the king delegated this right to a lower authority. In the story of the peasant, this was the high steward, and he, for some obscure reason, referred the complaint to the king. Did Rensi son of Meru wish to avoid the obligation of trying a case in which the defendant, the official Nemty-nakht, was one of his servants (R122), a case in which he might be (or be accused of being) biased?13 Perhaps the high steward merely wished to share his enjoyment of the simple man's expressive rhetoric with the king. Whatever the reason, it was clearly the king who acted here as supreme judge and, according to the custom of ancient Egypt, delegated the authority of the verdict to the high steward, who was lower in the legal hierarchy (B2132-33).
It is not clear whether the central legal authority in this tale, the high steward (imy-rpr), is the vizier, the supreme legal authority after the king and the head of the six major courts of Egypt, or the regional governor, overseer of the king's domain and supreme legal authority in the provinces.14 The idea that the high steward was indeed a vizier is supported by the following facts: (1) the peasant actually went "Southward to Hnes" (B133) in order to meet him, i.e., he went in the direction of Hnes or Heracleopolis, the capital of the Tenth Dynasty; for, as is known, the vizier also functioned as head of the capital from the beginning of the Old Kingdom. (2) 19 It is generally agreed that the expression w3t n(j)t rmt (R51; B1, 1) refers to the public road on which the peasant walked. The difficulty arises as to the location of Nemty-nakht's house about which it is said: hr smi-ti r ri wit hns pw n wsh is pw, knn.f r shw n d3.iw (R 44-46), i.e., "on the 'smi t. n rE wet' which was narrow, not so wide as to exceed the width of a shawl." The meaning of sm' t-n rwit is obscure, and various interpretations have been suggested (a crossing, riverside path, a point in which the narrow path merged with the public road, landing place). The best solution, I believe, would be to suppose that smi t. marks the merging of Nemty-nakht's private home path with the public road, which narrowed at that point so that it could be covered by a garment. acceptable,21 namely, that this is an attempt to block the peasant's way so that he will be forced to enter the official's barley field and cause harm to his property, and thus enable him to confiscate the peasant's donkey. The object spread by Nemty-nakht on the path is sometimes called ifd, a four-cornered fringed piece of cloth, and sometimes hbs, simply a garment. From the interchangeability of the terms, we may conclude that what is meant here is the usual man's garment in Egypt, a skirt consisting of a length of material wrapped around the body and tied in front. Nemty-nakht did not place merely a piece of cloth on the road, but his own garment. According to the ancients, a man's spiritual forces are hidden in his clothes. A man's garment contains his identity and symbolizes it; it has magical properties and symbolic legal significance. Damaging, grasping, or tearing a man's garment were considered acts which caused its owner shame.22
The Egyptian belief in the magic significance of garments is attested in the following excerpt from a medical prescription: "I have made a protective spell against you (goddess of disease) of stinking herbs (?), of garlic which is harmful to you, honey which is sweet to the living but horrible to the dead, a fish tail, a garment's lappet (Kleiderzipfel) and a piece of okanos fish spine."23 In our story, a symbolic, perhaps even magic, significance can be related to the high official's garment (called an "apron"), which is mentioned in connection with its owner's functions of protecting the lower class: "You are the apron (indyt) of the motherless" (B163-64), meaning that the judge defends and spreads his patronage over the orphan. 24 The custom of spreading a garment, or some similar item, over an object to symbolize ownership, or the offer of protection, is familiar from other cultures. In Israel, when a man spreads his garment over a woman, the act denotes protection and possession and symbolizes the marriage tie. So Ruth asks Boaz to spread his protection over her and make her his wife, saying: " ... I am Ruth, your handmaid, spread therefore your skirt over your handmaid, for you are a near kinsman ( In light of the above, both the act of the greedy official and the reaction of the peasant become clear. By spreading his garment on the public way, Nemty-nakht was indicating to the peasant that this section of the road was his private property, and no one could trespass. He was indeed wrong in trying to appropriate a public road, but the peasant, realizing the significance of the official's act, neither touched nor trod on the garment. As it was spread over the whole width of the way "so that its fringe touched the water, its hem the barley," he was forced to the border of the official's barley field, and unfortunately, his donkey ate some of the crop. Nemty-nakht, who was waiting for precisely this to happen, confiscated the peasant's donkey, which was laden with goods, saying that the beast must now labor in payment for its "crime"! A PLEDGE AS SURETY FOR PAYMENT OF A DEBT An important detail now enters the story. This is Nemty-nakht's attempt to legitimize his illegal action by saying: "I shall take your donkey, peasant, for eating my barley. It will tread out grain for its offense" (B19-12). Does the official explain that in confiscating the peasant's animal he was taking the donkey as a pledge for the future payment of damages? In E. Seidl's opinion the answer is not clear, this being the only case in the history of Egyptian law which may indicate the existence of the custom of a pledge or taking a security for a debt.27 In the countries neighboring Egypt, the custom of confiscating the property of a debtor as a pledge had existed from earliest times. There is evidence for this from Nuzi, Babylon, Israel, and elsewhere.28 In particular, the tale of the oppressed peasant brings to mind the case of a Hebrew counterpart, a peasant from Mesad Hashavyahu (625 B.C.E.) whose garment was forfeited because of his default in the payment of a debt.
It may therefore be assumed that the custom of taking a pledge also existed in ancient Egypt. The greedy official's seizure of the peasant's donkey was unjust, not only in the way it was carried out but in the actual keeping of the peasant's property as a security and in the animal's being put to work. The peasant offered to pay for the damaged crop, but his offer was ignored (BI 15);29 Nemty-nakht preferred to confiscate the donkey, using the excuse of the pledge because he needed the animal to work on his farm during the harvest.30 This is a clear example of an abuse of this custom, an abuse which has analogies in the legal context of the ancient Near East. 
Inscribing the Legal Proceedings
The peasant's complaints are written and read out before the verdict is given (B180 ff.; B2128 ff.). Even if this was done because of the king's desire to relish the words of the wise peasant, the writing out of the claims of the plaintiff and of the defendant was a part of the legal procedure of ancient Egypt. In "The Duties of the Vizier," it is said that each claim must be written down and brought to his attention, even those made before the king rather than the vizier;37 and "The Installation of a Vizier" contains the following description: "As to the hall in which you judge, there is a wide room in it, full of legal decisions (wdc mdw)" (1. 18), indicating that there was a protocol in the High Court which included a report of all the legal procedures taking place throughout the kingdom.
Diodorus (first century B.C.E.), in his book on Egypt,38 gives the reason for the custom of writing down the claims of both parties. Both plaintiff and defendant have to present the charge and the denial in writing so that the judge will not be influenced by the rhetoric of the former or the tears of the latter, thus assuring an impartial verdict. Diodorus is not always reliable, but there is no reason to doubt him in this assertion, which is confirmed in the Egyptian sources as well.
The Complaint: The Legal Claim
The legal procedure opens with the presentation of the complaint. The tale abounds with terms belonging to the semantic field of "complaint."
The verb: "to complain," "to appeal," "to accuse." The commonest verb in this context is spr, "to appeal" (or the combination of ij/iw r spr, "to approach with an appeal"). It appears at the beginning of each new complaint of the peasant, starting with B131 and marking the end of the work. I appeal (spr) to you but you do not hear it; I will go and appeal (spr) about you to Anubis! (B2113-15). 36 Another synonymous term to hp in "The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant" is tp hsb, denoting order, a norm (BI 147, 274, 311, B276). At times, the expression appears in connection with the image of scales (B1161, 325, B294). Presumably, it is borrowed from the semantic field of mathematical calculations and does not necessarily relate to legal vocabulary; see Vogelsang, Kommentar, p. 94. As to the expression tpy hsb n mdt (B198), one should accept the interpretation of Perry, "A Critical Study," p. 274: "chief examiner of the case (mdt It may be assumed that the last sentence refers to our protagonist's desire to consult the oracle, one of the means of passing a verdict in ancient Egypt. The verb spr in this context denotes the approach to the statue of the god in the expectation of an oracle.39 The peasant, disenchanted with the corrupt legal system of mere mortals, asks in his final appeal for the help of the gods, of which Anubis is one.40 Spr is part of the legal terminus technicus. This root appears frequently in "The Inscription of Rekhmire" both as verb and qualifier to denote complaining, accusing (sprw, spr-ll. 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14) . The substantive also appears: spr, i.e., "a legal claim" in "The Stele of Karnak."41
The verb nis, meaning literally "to cry," "to call" (Wb. II, 204), also belongs to this context. When nis is used with the object r sp wn m3', it assumes a meaning close to spr, "to submit a complaint," "to apply (in connection with a legal matter)" (B1269-70; B2108-9).
The verb srh has the more pointed meaning "to accuse." It also appears as a noun, "an accusation," "a complaint." The relation of this verb to the legal sphere is obvious and is often repeated in the autobiographical literature in the declaration of the deceased who desired to win in the Judgment of the Dead: "I had no accuser." The Judge of the Dead in the netherworld was named srhy, "The Accuser."42 The peasant defines his admonition to Rensi as srh, "accusation" (B1255), while Rensi "accuses" (srh) the domineering official Nemty-nakht before his advisory council, the srw (B142).
Two more terms relate to the semantic field of "complaint," although they do not originate in the legal framework: the root nbi from which are derived nhw, "the plaintiff" (B1204) and nbwt, "complaint" (B129), although the meaning of the latter term approaches "lamentation" (cf. Wb. II, 305 and "Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage," 11. 2, 7; 3, 14). The second term is tw3, which functions both as a verb meaning "to present a claim," "to appeal to" (B1299; B2106), and also as a noun in the sense of a citizen, a man of low class (B194-95; 170-71). 43 From the terms nis and n6i, it appears that the complaint or legal claim is close to the semantic field of "cry," "call." The wronged man addresses his cry to the judge charged with defending justice. The "call" was the legal resort of the poor not only in Egypt but in Israel and probably throughout the ancient world.44 39 context, wdc has the sense of "to separate" (the two litigants), "to pass judgment" (cf. "The Peasant" B1 133).49 The above sentence therefore means: "You are appointed to conduct an investigation and pass judgment." It may be concluded from this that legal procedure in Egypt consisted of two phases: first, the hearing of both litigants and their investigation and second, the verdict. These are two sides of the same coin.5o Sentencing "Justice should not only be done, but be seen"; justice should be publicly proclaimed so as to give it validity. A whole section is devoted to this matter in "The Installation of a Vizier" (11. 5 ff.). The following excerpt from "The Peasant" may also refer to it: "Be not slack (wsf) in speaking out (smit) your words (Ls.k)" (B2107).
A terminus technicus related to the execution of the sentence is db?, "recompense" or "compensation. to the performance of that for which he has come. As to him who rebukes the plaintiffs (sprw) People say "Why does he reject them?" All the things he has asked for (spr.t.n.f ) are not those that will happen. (But) good listening will soothe the heart (i.e., will calm the plaintiff) (11. 264-76).
No wonder, therefore, that in their autobiographical inscriptions the men at the top of the judicial hierarchy boast that they have done their duty in this connection. Mentuhotep of the Eleventh Dynasty says: "I was a teacher ... who was reasonable until (the plaintiff began) telling his troubles and what he had in his belly" (r skit.f hrt njt ht.f" 11. 11-12; cf. 14). His colleague Rekhmire, several centuries later, uses almost the same words: "I was never angered by words (ts) of the plaintiff (sprw), I never reproved (?) him. I bore with him as a he poured his heart out" (prt ib) (Urk. IV ?1082, 15-16).
In "The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant," Rensi, the high steward, thus behaves in a manner quite contradictory to the recommendations of the Egyptian sages in "The Instruction of Ptahhotep." Not only does he ignore the peasant's request, he even chastises him and has him beaten to make him pour out his complaints. "Do not answer with the answer of silence!" (B1314-16). "Be patient (wih) as he calls to you about his just case" (B1269), "Do not reject (ni) the plaintiff (twi.tw)" (B2106). All these recommendations are completely ignored with respect of the peasant's plea. Rensi's behavior, according to the story, is dictated by the king's command, but Rensi becomes a model of a poor judge as a result.
In Egypt, as was the case throughout the ancient Near East, a judge was considered the protector of the poor and the oppressed, the patron of widows and orphans.54 In his funerary inscription, Rekhmire boasts: "I have protected the widow who has no hus- legal terminus technicus.57 Thus, one of the principles of justice is the judge's objectivity. For this reason, Thoth, the Egyptian god of justice, and the ideal judge, "never inclines sideways" ("The Peasant," B1268-69; cf. Rekhmire, Urk. IV ?1118, 5). In "The Installation of a Vizier," we find: "It is an abomination to the god to incline to one side .... Regard the man you know as if you did not know him, one that is close to you as if he were distant from you" (1. 12; cf. 1. 3).5 Indeed, Rekhmire, in his autobiographical inscription says of himself: "I did not incline to one side. I paid no attention to rewards (db3w)" (Davies, Tomb of Rekhmi-Re, pl. 12:37). He also declares: "I did not pervert justice for reward (db3w)" (ibid., 1. 24). In our tale, the corrupt judge is described as he whose brother it is who "brings to him" (B1168-71). Haremhab warns his judges: "Take no rewards" (fk.iw) (pl. 4:5, left). That bribery was prevalent in ancient Egypt is evident from the reform introduced by King Haremhab, which included, among other things, remuneration (knbt) for judges as well as exemption from taxes (ibid., 11. 5-6 left).
A description of a judge's duties and qualities in Egypt would be incomplete without a mention of the metaphors surrounding this subject in Egyptian literature. Thus the judge is compared to a pair of scales and their various parts (see, for example, "The Peasant," B191-92, 160-62, 311-13) and to a sailor sailing on the lake of truth (macat) (for example, ibid., B1 54 ff., 126-27, 156-59). But the discussion of metaphors which have strayed into the legal sphere from that of religion and myth is a subject for a future and hkiw-hwwt) are summoned by him, it is at or by the crryt that they are received (Urk. IV ?1108, 4). In the "Autobiography of Rekhmire," it is said that he "reached the gate (sb3) of the crcyt" (pl. 9:5). In the "Edict of Haremhab," it is mentioned that the king sought out people of good character to act as judges "listening to the words of the palace (and) to the laws (hpw) of the c•ryt,61 people who act according to the law (pl. 4:4, left). It is clear from the above references that we are dealing with some organization or institution involved on the one hand with legal procedure and on the other with the structure of the gate. A. H. Gardiner62 thought that the term crryt refers to an architectural feature, in this case the gate of the palace: "The gate just outside the palace, where a public court was held." But G. P. F. van den Boorn, who has recently studied this term, believes it cannot be identified "as a specific architectural component" but that "it is a general term referring to the area in front of a building of authority (including the gate)," be it a palace, a temple, or some other structure housing an institution of authority;63 cryt can therefore refer to all kinds of administrative activities taking place in it and can serve as a "non-specific name for all types of buildings erected on this area in front of the building." In summary, crryt, according to van den Boorn, can operate as an institution/department in a non-legal context as well as in a juridical one; he has presented some illustrations of the use of the term in "a non-juridical context" in which boats are mentioned in connection with crryt. One is the reference in "The Eloquent Peasant" mentioned above (B135); there are also the two following references: an attribute on a funerary statue of the Thirteenth Dynasty: "Overseer of the boat(s) of the crryt" (imy-r hCw n [c]rryt) and Papyrus Reisner (pl. 10:2-3), which tells of "boats" (imw) belonging to crryt.64 It is difficult to accept van den Boorn's view of the references to crryt in "The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant" because the background of the confrontation between the peasant and Rensi son of Meru (who represents the legal authority in our tale) is clearly of a legal nature, and it is obvious that crryt in this context involves the legal sphere. In the tale, however, it denotes an administrative body or institution involved in legal procedures, both when it appears independently or in connection with a boat's structure: k3kw n crryt (B135) means "boat of the court." This object is explained by the custom of Egyptian judges of wandering throughout the kingdom to make themselves available to anyone wishing to approach them in legal matters.6' King Haremhab adopted this custom traveling the length and breadth of the kingdom to examine first-hand administrative and legal conditions (pl. 4:3, left). We may therefore assume that the efficient 
